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Deep Knowledge Analytics - the analytical arm of Deep
Knowledge Ventures, specialising in forecasting on the
convergence of technological megatrends, conducting
special case studies and producing advanced industry
analytical reports on the topics of Artificial Intelligence,
DeepTech, GovTech, Blockchain, FinTech and Invest
Tech.

Aging Analytics Agency - the World’s Premier
Longevity Analytics provider focused on the intersection
of the emerging Longevity Industry and Personalized
Preventive Medicine, conducting special case studies
related to advanced biomedicine. Beginning in 2013 it has
regularly produced Longevity industry reports on topics
such as the impact of the Silver Tsunami and Longevity
economy.

Deep Knowledge Ventures - A data-science driven investment fund focused on the synergetic convergence of specific
DeepTech verticals. Investment sectors include AI, Precision Medicine, Longevity, Blockchain and Invest Tech.

DEEP KNOWLEDGE ANALYTICS
The World’s Premier Deep Tech Analytics

Major Sectors of Expertise
AI

DeepTech

GovTech

Blockchain

Our Assets
Next-generation infographics unifying
big data analytics with advanced
visualization
Near-term forecasts using tangible,
qualitative metrics
Customised Deep Tech analytics
services for specialized governmental,
corporate and institutional clients

The Deep Knowledge Consortium (consisting of
Deep Knowledge Ventures, Deep Knowledge
Analytics and Aging Analytics Agency) is primarily
interested
in
strategic
cooperation
with
international corporations, organisations and
governments of progressive countries on projects
and initiatives related to the next-generation
technologies.
In some specific cases, if it fits interests of Deep
Knowledge Ventures, we are open to considering
co-sponsoring research and analytics for the
production of both internal and openly-accessible
industry reports and special case studies.

FinTech

Invest Tech

Plans for 2019
We are on track for publishing a greater number of
diverse and in-depth reports in the coming year, with
some expanding further in scope whereas others
targeting particular topics and niches within
specific DeepTech sectors including Artificial
Intelligence, AI in Drug Discovery, Blockchain,
FinTech and InvesTech.
Complimenting these reports, we are building an
advanced online IT platform featuring interactive
visuals that can transform static analytical reports
into dynamic infographics updated in real-time. The
platform will allow the complex interactions
between industry entities and stakeholders to be be
visualized, filtered, searched and thus more easily
understood. On the next stage the platform will be
further enhanced with stakeholder smart-matching
engine with big data analytics and elements of AI,
supply chain analysis, and tools for the syndication
of investment rounds and other advanced
techniques.

Deep Knowledge Analytics
specialising in forecasting on Convergence
of Technological MegaTrends, conducting
special case studies and producing
advanced analytical reports on the subjects
of AI,DeepTech, Blockchain, FinTech,
GovTech and Invest Tech.

Approaches
Deep Knowledge Analytics can engage with
strategic partners via several different approaches,
including:
● Conduct customised case studies, research and
analytics for internal (organizational) use,
tailored to the precise needs of specific clients;
● Production of analytical reports for open source
use (freely accessible);
● Perform customised solutions using specialised
software, industry and technology databases,
interactive IT-platforms.

Deep Knowledge Analytics
Diversity of the Sectors

AI for Advanced R&D
and Drug Discovery Q4 2018

Artificial Intelligence in
Eastern Europe Q4 2018

Artificial Intelligence Industry
in UK Q3 2018

FinTech for Social Good
Landscape 2018

Blockchain Industry
in UK 2018

Financial Inclusion Developing
World Landscape Overview 2018

Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain Industries in UK
All-Party Parliamentary Group

960-page report
“Blockchain Industry in UK 2018”

2200-page report
“AI Industry in UK 2018”

Deep Knowledge Analytics, in coordination with the All-Party Parliamentary Group
on AI and Blockchain, produced and presented specialized analytical reports in the
House of Lords.

The Sister Company
Aging Analytics Agency

The Business of Longevity 2018

The Science of Longevity 2018

Longevity Industry Framework

Longevity Industry in the UK Q4 2018

Deep Knowledge Analytics
AI in Pharma Division

AI for Advanced R&D
and Drug Discovery Q4 2018

Top 100 AI Leaders in Drug Discovery
and Advanced Healthcare

Deep Pharma Intelligence
Proprietary Investment Analytics

AI for Drug Discovery
Conferences 2019

Upcoming Analytical Reports

Advancing Digital
Financial Industry

The Evolution of
Family Offices
Industry

The Evolution of Family
Offices Industry

Blockchain Industry in
Switzerland 2018

Advancing Financial
Industry in Longevity

AI in Asia
Landscape 2019

The Evolution of
Hedge Fund Industry
Impact of AI

The Evolution of Hedge
Funds Industry

Pharma Intelligence 2.0
Proprietary Investment
Analytics

Longevity Industry
Proprietary Investment
Analytics

Deep Knowledge Analytics in Media
“Despite the recent hype, there is a lack of AI specialists and ‘promising’ drug
discovery AI-startups, according to Deep Knowledge Analytics.”

“Britain has all the required resources, as well as industrial and governmental
will, to become a global hub for the technology by 2022, according to analysis by
the Big Innovation Centre and Deep Knowledge Analytics.”

“By 2022, the UK will be a global hub for blockchain technologies and the crypto
economy. That is the claim of a new report from the Big Innovation Centre and
Deep Knowledge Analytics, released last month.”

“A report published on Wednesday by the All Party Parliamentary Group for AI
claimed that the UK has all of the basic elements necessary to compete
effectively in a global race to develop AI technology. The Big Innovation Centre
and Deep Knowledge Analytics collected and produced the report.“

“‘The one billion retired people globally are a multi-trillion dollar opportunity for
business,’ said Dmitry Kaminskiy, co-author of the UK Longevity Industry Report”

Cooperation

www.dkv.global
info@dkv.global

www.dka.global
info@dka.global

www.aginganalytics.com
info@aginganalytics.com

Our group is primarily interested in strategic collaboration with international corporations, organisations and governments of progressive
countries on projects and initiatives related to next-generation technologies.
Deep Knowledge Analytics and Aging Analytics Agency can engage with strategic partners via several different approaches, including:
● Conduct customised case studies, research and analytics for internal (organizational) use, tailored to the precise needs of specific clients;
● Production of analytical reports for open source use (freely accessible);
● Perform customised solutions using specialised software, industry and technology databases, interactive IT-platforms.
In some specific cases, if it fits the interests of Deep Knowledge Ventures, we are open to considering co-sponsoring research and analytics for
the production of both internal and openly-accessible industry reports and special case studies.

DEEP KNOWLEDGE VENTURES
Is interested in strategic collaboration with international corporations, non-profits, NGOs and governments of progressive
countries on joint infrastructure projects related to next-generation technologies with high disruptive potential.

